Qatar Version
SIGN DESIGN PRO - QUICK DESCRIPTION

Sign Design Pro Qatar is an add-on for AutoCad that hands the user an advance tool-set to create any traffic signs
to the Qatar Traffic Manual - V1 & V2. The user can start from scratch, or use one of the many advanced Dialog
driven sign builders in Sign Design Pro Qatar. Both new and experienced sign designers will easily be able to
design even the most complex signs using Sign Design Pro Qatar’s modern and simple G.U.I.

Sign Design Pro Qatar from Design
Pro Software served us very well
for our Bahrain project.
URS
Gary Bridges
ARABIC KEYBOARD

Construct Arabic destinations using the Virtual
Arabic Keyboard. Simply type your destination and
the Arabic text will construct into an Arabic destination block to be easily inserted into your drawing.
Virtual Keyboard Keys can be changed to show UK,
Arabic or both letters to help designers create
destinations easily.

Virtual Arabic Keyboard

DESIGN WITH CONFIDENCE

GANTRY

Gantry signs can be created for up to 8 lanes. The
user can adjust the lane width to suit the desired
carriageway and select the correct route classification colour.

VERGE

Verge signs can be designed using one of the Dialog
designers. Each verge sign can be adjusted to
reflect site conditions by changing the number of
lanes or adding a mileage marker underneath the
sign where regulations permit.

2D GAntry sign

Local street signs.

Local street signs converted to 3D.

WHY SIGN DESIGN PRO QA?

Virtual Arabic Keyboard
Workzone signs
3D Signs
Gantry signs
Street signs
Built in Wind Loading
Mount foundations at grade

Selection of Toll signs.

Autodesk Civil 3D Support
SERVICES

Service signs are available in two forms; regular
service signs and verge mounted advertisement
type.

design signs and not worry about user error or
overlooking an important design rule. This method of
Dialog driven design saves the user hours of time.

WAITING

PARK AND RIDE

Waiting signs in S.D.P. Ar allow the user to change
every aspect of the sign face including; Time, days,
symbols and arrows. The sign is also changed if the
direction of the arrows are activated so the user can

We have been using Sign Design Pro
Qatar for a major project and has been
fundamental in preparing high quality
drawings from QTM.
James Beddingfield
TRL
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Park and Ride signs can be designed using the
parking sign builder. The outputted sign face can be
colour filled at design time, so when it is added to the
drawing it will look like the sign face would when built
on site.
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